65
of occasions singing a cappella. The mood is
calming but with a passion that's all the more
powerful for its understatement and it all
works surprisingly well without the stories
and the costumes (although if you want
those, check the CD booklet).
.
www.dancingturtle.co.uk

MAHSA & MARJAN
VAHDAT
I Am Eve Kirkelig Kulturverksted

FXCD 335

The Vahdat sisters'
Kirkelig Kulturverksted (KKV) debut,
Songs From A Persian
Garden, was the document of a live recording, a soiree held in
secret in the grounds of the summer residence
of the Italian Embassy in Iran. It was held in
secret because in Iran women are forbidden
from singing in public. The sisters' sequel is
again recorded in Iran, but this time the result
of clandestine studio recordings, and once
again a mixture of poems dating back as far as
the 11th century and words from current writers. The acoustic settings by producer and
composer (and Mahsa's husband) Atabak
Elyasi are spare to the point of austerity,
allowing the voices to luxuriate in the space.
Mystery is a wonderful track ("When the
moonlight of your eyes scatters nightJ It rains
[lowers-in my sorrowful field") with Mahsa's
voice strong, clear and defiant over Pasha
Hajai's sorrowful ney. There's an effortlessly
heartbroken quality in Mahsa's voice, even
when singing Rumi's ecstatic lyrics, while Marjan's voice has a more formal tone, though
equally piercing. Separately they are powerful, when they come together, their strange
harmonies, such as on the setting of Rumi's
King Of Love, are extraordinary.
KKV is a prolific label, founded by the
Norwegian church in 1974, and among its
output of sacred music and Norwegian folk
there are some surprising records: real gems
of delicacy. This is one of them. Where ECM in
Germany has earned an untouchable reputation for releasing records where the music
shapes the silence, KKV is fast becoming an
international label to watch. Hear a track on
this issue's fRoots 32 CD.
www.kkv.musikkonline.no
Tom Jackson
Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Sprigs Of Time: 78s From The EMI
Archive Honest Jon's HJRCD 36
Give Me Love: Songs Of The
Brokenhearted
- Baghdad 1925-1929

Honest Jon's HJRCD 35

Jamie Renton
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Back in the 1990s, Interstate Music began
leasing 7Brpm masters from the EMI archives
for release on their Heritage and Harlequin
imprints. They issued vintage African,
Albanian, Cuban, Greek, Puerto Rican,
Portuguese, Sardinian and Spanish
compilations and I had a hand in it all.
However, with those labels' unavailability
now, it's wonderful to see that this huge and
massively important archive of vintage world
music is, thankfully, being mined once again,
and, with London Is The Place For Me
already under their belt, I cannot think of a
better company than Honest Jon's to
undertake it.
Here, following their West African
compilation Living Is Hard, we have a broad
sampler and a dedicated regional anthology
to consider. Sprigs Of Time furnishes us with
30 wide-ranging samples of the world's
music' as recording engineers found it
between 1903 and 1957. It contains some
remarkable performances from an Albanian
shoket (clarinet) through a Portuguese fado
to English singer Joseph Taylor's title
performance from 1903. You'll also find stuff
from the Sudan, Spain, Japan, Georgia and
elsewhere, so those of you who own, say the
Secret Museum Of Mankind sets on Yazoo or
Dust-To-Digital's Black Mirror, will know
wh at to expect.
The Baghdad anthology is something
else again. It comprises 22 performances from
1925 to 1929 recorded for the Iraqi market. A
lively and diverse selection, it includes
traditional and contemporary pieces, sacred
and secular, in Arabic, Kurdish and Hebrew,
and as a portrait of what was available in
Iraq in the last half of the 1920s, it's about as
good as you'll ever get on one CD. There are
some startlingly bleak and blunt lyrics
transcribed here, offering insight into what
people thought and felt at the time, which
turns out to be not a lot different from their
concerns today. The background notes are
excellent, a model of research clearly drawn
directly from source material in the EMI
archives, and each performance is explained
and contextualised. Very nice production

SUbSCriber
for life! ...
fRoots is a truly independent,
activist magazine that will soon celebrate its 30th anniversary! We are
very proud that we have published
every single issue on time,
If you value, enjoy and believe in
fRoots, you can help us to build on
what we have achieved, continue
our musical activism, and train people to carry it on. You can become a
Lifetime Supporting Subscriber
by making one lump contribution.
You will then receive every fRoots
until you shuffle off this jumping
sphere, and you'll be helping to
secure the future of the one magazine which has consistently supported this music through thick and thin
for nearly three decades.
We've set a minimum of £550 for the
UK, £700 for Europe and surface elsewhere, £900 for airmail outside
Europe. But if anybody feels able to
be a more generous patron, they can
specify their own figure.
Every Lifetime Supporting Subscriber also gets the option to claim
free VIP tickets for any events we
promote, and automatically receives
any special CDs we are involved in.
More info at www.frootsmag.com

bribery!
1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION
BRIBE!
As an introductory offer to new first
time 1-year subscribers, we'll give
you 3 FREE BACK ISSUES of your
choice - double issues with CDs
count as 2 - from the list at
www.frootsmag.com
2 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION
BRIBE!
Open to new subscribers or
renewals: a FREE CD if you subscribe for 2 years. See the full list at
www.frootsmag.com
which
includes albums by Jim Moray.
Franco. Bellowhead,
Eliza Carthy,
Les Amazones De Guinee,
Toumani Diabate. John Spiers 8.
Jon Boden, Kries, Orchestra
Baobab, Yasmin Levy, Martin
Simpson, Sa Dingding, Oysterband, Balla Et Ses Balladins, June
Tabor, Blue Blokes 3, Andrew
Cronshaw. The Copper Family
and great compilations including
Authentiques, Stepping Up, Hidden
English and various Rough Guides.
Allow 3 weeks for UK delivery,
longer abroad. Alternatively, pick 6
FREE BACK ISSUES - double issues
with CDs count as 2 - from the list at
www.frootsmag.com

